Dynamic volume perfusion CT in patients with lung cancer: baseline perfusion characteristics of different histological subtypes.
To evaluate dynamic volume perfusion CT (dVPCT) tumor baseline characteristics of three different subtypes of lung cancer in untreated patients. 173 consecutive patients (131 men, 42 women; mean age 61 ± 10 years) with newly diagnosed lung cancer underwent dVPCT prior to biopsy. Tumor permeability, blood flow (BF), blood volume (BV) and mean transit time (MTT) were quantitatively assessed as well as tumor diameter and volume. Tumor subtypes were histologically determined and compared concerning their dVPCT results. dVPCT results were correlated to tumor diameter and volume. Histology revealed adenocarcinoma in 88, squamous cell carcinoma in 54 and small cell lung cancer (SCLC) in 31 patients. Tumor permeability was significantly differing between adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma and SCLC (all p<0.05). Tumor BF and BV were higher in adenocarcinomathan in SCLC (p = 0.001 and p=0.0002 respectively). BV was also higher in squamous cell carcinoma compared to SCLC (p = 0.01). MTT was not differing between tumor subtypes. Regarding all tumors, tumor diameter did not correlate with any of the dVPCT parameters, whereas tumor volume was negatively associated with permeability, BF and BV (r = -0.22, -0.24, -0.24, all p<0.05). In squamous cell carcinoma, tumor diameter und volume correlated with BV (r = 0.53 and r = -0.40, all p<0.05). In SCLC, tumor diameter und volume correlated with MTT (r = 0.46 and r = 0.39, all p<0.05). In adenocarcinoma, no association between morphological and functional tumor characteristics was observed. dVPCT parameters are only partially related to tumor diameter and volume and are significantly differing between lung cancer subtypes.